
Combining Zenitel’s intercom devices with Gallagher’s
robust Command Centre platform delivers complete control 
over every aspect of your site and buildings.

Zenitel audio solutions provide a crucial element that
ensures high organizational efficiency and the safety &
security of your assets & people.

- Enabling everyone to hear, be heard and be
understood, every time and everywhere.

Zenitel integrates with Gallagher

www.zenitel.com

Combine Zenitel’s unmatched audio capabilities with 
Gallagher Command Centre



This integration will further unify your control  room solution, enabling security personnel to handle intercom 
calls in Command Centre.

The Zenitel/Gallagher Command Centre integration adds voice communication to your security solution, simplifying how 
you communicate with people across sites and buildings. 

It’s easy to connect and configurate Zenitel Intercom 
Stations to Gallaghers Command Centre v8.80. 

In Gallagher’s Command Centre, Zenitel intercom stations 
are added as SIP devices. This enables incoming calls to 
be routed to workstations and workstations to call out to 
intercom stations. 

On the Zenitel intercom stations the DAK key is configured to 
call the IP address of the Gallagher server, so calls are routed 
to Command Centre. No other configuration is required.

Features from operator workstation: 

	9 View intercom stations and statuses in the Command 
Centre interface

	9 Signals that an incoming call is waiting
	9 Answer call via map viewer or intercom viewer
	9 Calls can be placed on hold 
	9 Calls can be transferred to other operators
	9 Alarm if intercom stations offline/disconnected

Tested and Verified:

	9 Zenitel and Gallagher have worked in partnership prior 
to the official launch of Command Center 8.80 to ensure 
a seamless integration

 The benefits of integrated communication

Easy integration and configuration

Contact us today for more information: www.zenitel.com
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ZENITEL GALLAGHER  INTEGRATION

Verify Visitor Identity 
Provide identity verification through both visual 
and audio communication and improve the 
security of your facility for staff and visitors.

Quick and Easy Set-Up
Intercom station is programmed to call the
IP address of the Gallagher server. No other
configuration is required.

Integrated Solutions
Integrates access control, perimeter security
and communication, improving organizational 
efficiency and business continuity.

Supervise and Monitor
Observe and verify status of each 
intercom device.

Across all industries and facilities, Zenitel’s audio intercom solutions give you and your security teams 
flexibility, control and peace of mind when managing access points and entryways.  

Communication and control for all

of your facility’s entry points

Education - Keep students, teachers and staff safe

Healthcare - Provide a safe environment for personnel and residents

Manufacturing - Protecting people and plant

Corporate and public - keeping employees and visitors safe

Safety is essential for any learning community. Zenitel intercom stations at doors, 
in hallways and common areas provide teachers and students easy access to 
help and strengthen the control of who enters the premises.

Zenitel intercom stations ensure quick and reliable communication for hospitals, 
retirement homes, and clinics, with a range of stations made for doors, help points 
and isolation rooms.

Zenitel intercom stations provide clear and powerful audio regardless og 
background noise in addition to strong protection from dust, particles and water. 
This makes them ideal for use in production areas. 

With a range of outdoor and indoor intercom stations, you can identify visitors and 
guide them to where they need to be.



INTEGRATION
Gallagher  Solutions

Protecting your site, staff and visitors is made easy thanks to our intercoms’ extremely intelligible audio, high quality video 
and durability in the face of adverse and challenging environmental conditions. 

All Zenitel IP Intercom stations support Zenitel/Gallagher integration, helping you meet all your communication needs
across any entry points.

The features of Zenitel intercom Stations:

	9 Wide range of Intercom series to choose from  for any environment and all 
kinds of weather conditions

	9 Delivers high quality HD audio as well as video
	9 Perform flawlessly both in normal as well as noisy environments
	9 Supports ONVIF and SIP standards, making installation and integration with 

other systems easy
	9 Ready to meet regulatory certifications that may be required by law
	9 Can operate for years with limited maintenance
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Product Suggestions

TCIS-1 TCIV-2 TMIS-1 TMIV-1

TFIE-1IP-CRORTKIE

Why Zenitel?
Zenitel is well positioned to drive the future of intelligent critical-communication solutions. Through our portfolio of IP products & solutions, with built-in 
intelligence and a focus on cybersecurity, we provide organizations with superior, scalable security and flexibility. Zenitel is the proven, preferred choice for 
environments requiring crystal-clear audio to ensure the protection of human life, property, assets and the management of critical activities.  
With interoperability at all levels, we seamlessly integrate with access control, video management and security platforms.


